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13 messages
Johanna Kremer <jkremer2015@gmail.com>
Sun, Nov 15, 2020 at 10:24 PM
To: Anjalie Alm-Basu <Anjalia.13@gmail.com>, Autumn Leach <autumnlee3@hotmail.com>, Becky Linhardt
<arts@beckylinhardt.com>, Bob Kessler <kessler@fuse.net>, Bobby Sharp <bobbysharptrio@hotmail.com>, David Hartz
<david.hartz@uc.edu>, Eric Blume <eric@ericblume.com>, Gayle Hixon Minnick <gayle.hixson@yahoo.com>, Johanna
Kremer <jkremer2015@gmail.com>, Judy Guttman <judyp@guttmanfam.com>, Kim Wanamaker
<Kim@wanamakeart.com>, Kim Wanamaker <kim.wanamaker@venuemag.net>, Lucinda Peterson
<lucyhp@yahoo.com>, Mary Beth Thompson Dowlin <chappy1paints@gmail.com>, Monica Anne Achberger
<MonicaAnne@fuse.net>, Monica Anne Achberger <monjona7@fuse.net>, Paul Akmolin <pakmolin@yahoo.com>, Nancy
Kanienberg <nankan1946@gmail.com>, Natalie Jeanne <nataliejeannephoto@gmail.com>, Artem Cultura
<artculture.cb@gmail.com>, Teresa Nierberding <nieberdingt@gmail.com>, Debby Combs
<debby.combs0613@gmail.com>, Tom Post <tpost@cinci.rr.com>, Tom Post <tpost@tompostart.com>, Jacqueline
Rohner <jrohner@ici-studio.com>, RebeccaUnderwoodJames@gmail.com
Cc: Shawn Custis <SCustis@fuse.net>, Jenn Stewart <jennstewart2010@gmail.com>
LASM Residents/Friends,
As promised, below please find a couple updates regarding our LASM Gallery rotation process. (We decided to rotate
2X a month.) I've also included a brief update on the new website progress. (Can't let this pandemic get us down,
right?! We're moving forward! :)
GALLERY DRAFT TEMPLATE: Attached is a simple template draft for your consideration. I've created it in Pages
and converted it to Word as well so you can personalize it on your own. Let me know what you think...
PROPOSED PROCESS: To keep this process simple, if you want to have your work featured, complete one of the
attached gallery forms and place it with your work along the gallery wall.
For those who already have work hanging in the gallery and want to continue featuring it, just add a completed gallery
form to your piece and place it along the cabinets. The new artwork will be hung first, then we'll include any other
works that artists want featured as space allows.
FEEDBACK FIRST: Before we implement this process, please "reply all" with your feedback.
FEEDBACK DEADLINE: Please respond with your ideas/revisions by 5 PM Wednesday, Nov. 18.
1ST GALLERY ROTATION: Sunday, Nov. 22.
EVALUATION: We'll evaluate this process at our next meeting on Sunday, December 6, at 7 PM. (
NEW LASM SQUARESPACE WEBSITE UPDATE: At our December meeting, we will also have a draft website for
your review as well! Charlie met with Natalie and me for a couple hours and quickly mapped out a website "splash
page." The three of us will continue to add our ideas, and then we'll show you what we have on Sunday, Dec. 6. Stay
tuned!
One last thing, a special thanks to Tom Post, Jacqui Rohner, and Natalie Hager for the fun and festive holiday
decor!! Bravo!
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Johanna C. Kremer
A MILLION DREAMS, LLC
Loveland Art Studios on Main
Studio 125
529 Main Street
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EMAIL: JKremer2015@gmail.com
CELL: 513.325.7161

On Thu, Nov 12, 2020 at 10:19 AM Johanna Kremer <jkremer2015@gmail.com> wrote:

SMALL BUSINESS PLANNING MEETING: Seven of us met last night to work on our next steps for this event:
Nancy Kanienberg, Teresa Nieberding, Charlie Beck, Bob Kessler, Jacqui Rohner, Natalie Hager, and Johanna
Kremer. But first we thought it was important to discuss the recent news about the pandemic...
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PANDEMIC CONCERNS: Well, it's not great news... As you know, COVID cases continue to increase, and Gov.
Dewine said yesterday that if things don't turn around, he will close businesses next week.
After some discussion, and given the current uncertainty about the pandemic, we unanimously agreed to postpone
our participation this year. (RATS!
I know...)
DECEMBER 12 OPEN HOUSE? We didn't decide to cancel the 2nd Saturday (December 12) Holiday Open House
last night, but it doesn't look promising...
We will continue to monitor the situation. Your thoughts?
DECEMBER 12 RESIDENT HOLIDAY PARTY: We also didn't make any decisions regarding the Shawn's Resident
Holiday gathering later that evening from 6-8 PM.
Please "respond all" and weigh in with your thoughts. The group had mixed feelings, with some people feeling we
could still gather with a small number -- residents only -and spend a couple hours safely together. With all the new residents, it would be great to meet them and end the
year on a positive note (if we can do it safely). What do you think?
THE GOOD NEWS! (And there is a silver lining in all this madness!

)

1. LET'S RETHINK OUR WEBSITE/SOCIAL MEDIA PRESENCE: Charlie Beck has offered to use SquareSpace
and create a new website for us to consider. (See squarespace.com.) For those residents who use Squarespace
to sell their work, this is a seamless opportunity for their business. For those of us who don't currently use this
resource, it's an opportunity to update/create our own brand/social media and connect it to the LASM community. It
would also empower us all to make updates/changes in a more timely manner.
I am meeting with Charile at 1 PM today in the gallery to learn more about his vision, and I'll share it with you.
Please join us if you can! Jacqui has already volunteered to help us with photography/graphics. The more creative
input the better!

NEW GALLERY VISION: When Tom Post and I met with Shawn, he asked us to make the Gallery space more
professional by adding consistent info/pricing/contact sheet beside each work of art and to rotate the work more
consistently. We all agreed. To spread the responsibility for this around, we agreed to update the gallery 2X per
month -- on the 1st and 15th (approximately) and to have a single resident in charge of this responsibility each
month. Currently, I am in charge of November, Charlie is in charge of December, and Jacqui is in charge of January
2021. If you want to take a specific month beginning February 2021, please "respond all" to this email so we all
know. Our goal earlier this year was to ensure artwork was displayed on the walls at all times, and we did! Now our
2021 goal is to update the featured works twice a month and to enable gallery visitors to learn more about the
artists, their works, and how to purchase them. We'll begin the process this weekend. I'll send out a proposed
process and template later this week and request your feedback. Looking forward to hearing your thoughts!
LASM HOLIDAY DECOR: Just because we aren't planning an Open House this November (and maybe December,
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too), it doesn't mean that we can't make our studios festive and fun!
Feel free to help add to the holiday spirit by adding your own touch of cool and creative decor!
LASM VIRTUAL SUCCESS: Let's continue to think how we can move our art businesses forward this year. Many
art galleries are moving toward virtual gallery experiences. Several people I've talked with have been asking
questions about the "Business of Art," and I think we can benefit from the wisdom of our residents' "best practices."
(I know Jamie Morath does an amazing business with her work on Etsy! Maybe we can convince her to provide us
with some of the secrets of her success.
) There are several LASM artists who are already using Squarespace
for easy, point-of-sale purchases. I'm sure we can learn a lot from them, too! So consider what can of "seminars" we
could organize moving forward that would benefit us all as art entrepreneurs...
That's all for now!I'll be back in touch soon...
Johanna
P.S. About the graphic above: As we were leaving our meeting last night, Tom Post showed us an updated version
of the LASM sign he is working on -- he says I purchased the wrong letters.

Johanna C. Kremer
A MILLION DREAMS, LLC
Loveland Art Studios on Main
Studio 125
529 Main Street
Loveland, OH 45140
EMAIL: JKremer2015@gmail.com
CELL: 513.325.7161

2 attachments
LASM Gallery_Template Draft 1_11-15-2020.docx
1305K
LASM Gallery_Template Draft 1_11-15-2020.pages
1797K

Monica Achberger <monicaanne@fuse.net>
Sun, Nov 15, 2020 at 11:23 PM
To: Johanna Kremer <jkremer2015@gmail.com>
Cc: Anjalie Alm-Basu <Anjalia.13@gmail.com>, Autumn Leach <autumnlee3@hotmail.com>, Becky Linhardt
<arts@beckylinhardt.com>, Bob Kessler <kessler@fuse.net>, Bobby Sharp <bobbysharptrio@hotmail.com>, David Hartz
<david.hartz@uc.edu>, Eric Blume <eric@ericblume.com>, Gayle Hixon Minnick <gayle.hixson@yahoo.com>, Judy
Guttman <judyp@guttmanfam.com>, Kim Wanamaker <Kim@wanamakeart.com>, Kim Wanamaker
<kim.wanamaker@venuemag.net>, Lucinda Peterson <lucyhp@yahoo.com>, Mary Beth Thompson Dowlin
<chappy1paints@gmail.com>, Monica Anne Achberger <monjona7@fuse.net>, Paul Akmolin <pakmolin@yahoo.com>,
Nancy Kanienberg <nankan1946@gmail.com>, Natalie Jeanne <nataliejeannephoto@gmail.com>, Artem Cultura
<artculture.cb@gmail.com>, Teresa Nierberding <nieberdingt@gmail.com>, Debby Combs
<debby.combs0613@gmail.com>, Tom Post <tpost@cinci.rr.com>, Tom Post <tpost@tompostart.com>, Jacqueline
Rohner <jrohner@ici-studio.com>, RebeccaUnderwoodJames@gmail.com, Shawn Custis <SCustis@fuse.net>, Jenn
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Stewart <jennstewart2010@gmail.com>
Hi Johanna,
Rotating the gallery space out twice a month is great. I am happy to participate in keeping it current. Appreciate the
gallery tags they’re great.
Regarding Sunday November 22, switch out—I am not able to until Friday 11/27. Please keep that in mind. I will hang
then (if possible sooner).
Thanks for all your help and direction.
Monica Achberger

Sent from my iPhone
On Nov 15, 2020, at 9:25 PM, Johanna Kremer <jkremer2015@gmail.com> wrote:

[Quoted text hidden]
[Quoted text hidden]
[Quoted text hidden]

<Screen Shot 2020-11-12 at 9.28.03 AM.png>
NEW GALLERY VISION: When Tom Post and I met with Shawn, he asked us to make the Gallery space more
professional by adding consistent info/pricing/contact sheet beside each work of art and to rotate the work more
consistently. We all agreed. To spread the responsibility for this around, we agreed to update the gallery 2X per
month -- on the 1st and 15th (approximately) and to have a single resident in charge of this responsibility each
month. Currently, I am in charge of November, Charlie is in charge of December, and Jacqui is in charge of
January 2021. If you want to take a specific month beginning February 2021, please "respond all" to this email so
we all know. Our goal earlier this year was to ensure artwork was displayed on the walls at all times, and we did!
Now our 2021 goal is to update the featured works twice a month and to enable gallery visitors to learn more
about the artists, their works, and how to purchase them. We'll begin the process this weekend. I'll send out a
proposed process and template later this week and request your feedback. Looking forward to hearing your
thoughts!
LASM HOLIDAY DECOR: Just because we aren't planning an Open House this November (and maybe
December, too), it doesn't mean that we can't make our studios festive and fun!
Feel free to help add to the holiday spirit by adding your own touch of cool and creative decor!
LASM VIRTUAL SUCCESS: Let's continue to think how we can move our art businesses forward this year. Many
art galleries are moving toward virtual gallery experiences. Several people I've talked with have been asking
questions about the "Business of Art," and I think we can benefit from the wisdom of our residents' "best
practices." (I know Jamie Morath does an amazing business with her work on Etsy! Maybe we can convince her
to provide us with some of the secrets of her success.
) There are several LASM artists who are already
using Squarespace for easy, point-of-sale purchases. I'm sure we can learn a lot from them, too! So consider
what can of "seminars" we could organize moving forward that would benefit us all as art entrepreneurs...
That's all for now!I'll be back in touch soon...
Johanna
P.S. About the graphic above: As we were leaving our meeting last night, Tom Post showed us an updated
version of the LASM sign he is working on -- he says I purchased the wrong letters.
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Johanna C. Kremer
A MILLION DREAMS, LLC
Loveland Art Studios on Main
Studio 125
529 Main Street
Loveland, OH 45140
EMAIL: JKremer2015@gmail.com
CELL: 513.325.7161
<LASM Gallery_Template Draft 1_11-15-2020.docx>
<LASM Gallery_Template Draft 1_11-15-2020.pages>

Kim Wanamaker <kim.wanamaker@cdomagazine.tech>
Mon, Nov 16, 2020 at 9:13 AM
To: Monica Achberger <monicaanne@fuse.net>, Johanna Kremer <jkremer2015@gmail.com>
Cc: Anjalie Alm-Basu <Anjalia.13@gmail.com>, Autumn Leach <autumnlee3@hotmail.com>, Becky Linhardt
<arts@beckylinhardt.com>, Bob Kessler <kessler@fuse.net>, Bobby Sharp <bobbysharptrio@hotmail.com>, David Hartz
<david.hartz@uc.edu>, Eric Blume <eric@ericblume.com>, Gayle Hixon Minnick <gayle.hixson@yahoo.com>, Judy
Guttman <judyp@guttmanfam.com>, Kim Wanamaker <Kim@wanamakeart.com>, Kim Wanamaker
<kim.wanamaker@venuemag.net>, Lucinda Peterson <lucyhp@yahoo.com>, Mary Beth Thompson Dowlin
<chappy1paints@gmail.com>, Monica Anne Achberger <monjona7@fuse.net>, Paul Akmolin <pakmolin@yahoo.com>,
Nancy Kanienberg <nankan1946@gmail.com>, Natalie Jeanne <nataliejeannephoto@gmail.com>, Artem Cultura
<artculture.cb@gmail.com>, Teresa Nierberding <nieberdingt@gmail.com>, Debby Combs
<debby.combs0613@gmail.com>, Tom Post <tpost@cinci.rr.com>, Tom Post <tpost@tompostart.com>, Jacqueline
Rohner <jrohner@ici-studio.com>, "RebeccaUnderwoodJames@gmail.com" <RebeccaUnderwoodJames@gmail.com>,
Shawn Custis <SCustis@fuse.net>, Jenn Stewart <jennstewart2010@gmail.com>
I like the idea of rotating artwork twice a month. I also like the website update and would like to talk about how to bring
in traffic to see the gallery. Do we need a sign outside that says gallery open and the hours? Also, a suggestion box or
something that may be left for comments may be good as well.
Get Outlook for iOS

From: Monica Achberger <monicaanne@fuse.net>
Sent: Sunday, November 15, 2020 11:23:41 PM
To: Johanna Kremer <jkremer2015@gmail.com>
Cc: Anjalie Alm-Basu <Anjalia.13@gmail.com>; Autumn Leach <autumnlee3@hotmail.com>; Becky
Linhardt <arts@beckylinhardt.com>; Bob Kessler <kessler@fuse.net>; Bobby Sharp
<bobbysharptrio@hotmail.com>; David Hartz <david.hartz@uc.edu>; Eric Blume
<eric@ericblume.com>; Gayle Hixon Minnick <gayle.hixson@yahoo.com>; Judy Guttman
<judyp@guttmanfam.com>; Kim Wanamaker <Kim@wanamakeart.com>; Kim Wanamaker
<kim.wanamaker@venuemag.net>; Lucinda Peterson <lucyhp@yahoo.com>; Mary Beth Thompson
Dowlin <chappy1paints@gmail.com>; Monica Anne Achberger <monjona7@fuse.net>; Paul Akmolin
<pakmolin@yahoo.com>; Nancy Kanienberg <nankan1946@gmail.com>; Natalie Jeanne
<nataliejeannephoto@gmail.com>; Artem Cultura <artculture.cb@gmail.com>; Teresa Nierberding
<nieberdingt@gmail.com>; Debby Combs <debby.combs0613@gmail.com>; Tom Post
<tpost@cinci.rr.com>; Tom Post <tpost@tompostart.com>; Jacqueline Rohner <jrohner@icistudio.com>; RebeccaUnderwoodJames@gmail.com <RebeccaUnderwoodJames@gmail.com>; Shawn
Custis <SCustis@fuse.net>; Jenn Stewart <jennstewart2010@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: LASM GALLERY AND WEBSITE UPDATES!
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arts <arts@beckylinhardt.com>
Mon, Nov 16, 2020 at 10:27 AM
To: Kim Wanamaker <kim.wanamaker@cdomagazine.tech>, Monica Achberger <monicaanne@fuse.net>, Johanna
Kremer <jkremer2015@gmail.com>
Cc: Anjalie Alm-Basu <Anjalia.13@gmail.com>, Autumn Leach <autumnlee3@hotmail.com>, Bob Kessler
<kessler@fuse.net>, Bobby Sharp <bobbysharptrio@hotmail.com>, David Hartz <david.hartz@uc.edu>, Eric Blume
<eric@ericblume.com>, Gayle Hixon Minnick <gayle.hixson@yahoo.com>, Judy Guttman <judyp@guttmanfam.com>,
Kim Wanamaker <Kim@wanamakeart.com>, Kim Wanamaker <kim.wanamaker@venuemag.net>, Lucinda Peterson
<lucyhp@yahoo.com>, Mary Beth Thompson Dowlin <chappy1paints@gmail.com>, Monica Anne Achberger
<monjona7@fuse.net>, Paul Akmolin <pakmolin@yahoo.com>, Nancy Kanienberg <nankan1946@gmail.com>, Natalie
Jeanne <nataliejeannephoto@gmail.com>, Artem Cultura <artculture.cb@gmail.com>, Teresa Nierberding
<nieberdingt@gmail.com>, Debby Combs <debby.combs0613@gmail.com>, Tom Post <tpost@cinci.rr.com>, Tom Post
<tpost@tompostart.com>, Jacqueline Rohner <jrohner@ici-studio.com>, "RebeccaUnderwoodJames@gmail.com"
<RebeccaUnderwoodJames@gmail.com>, Shawn Custis <SCustis@fuse.net>, Jenn Stewart
<jennstewart2010@gmail.com>

Once a month should be enough … until we see more traffic.
Love the tag but could we drop the Completion date from the template? Seems too much like a competition and
there are some less recent works that I would like to put into rotation.
Suggestion Box is a great idea!
Maybe we should think of the gallery rotation as a “hang new work by” rather than a set date. I would probably
want to hang new work the Friday before a Sunday “hang new work by” date.
Windows on the west side – haven’t taken a serious look but since I am on the second floor I am thinking a big A in
the bathroom window; a big R and T in the 2 hall windows since those 3 windows are in public spaces. Bright
colors and patterned.
Thanks, Becky
[Quoted text hidden]

Debby Combs <debby.combs0613@gmail.com>
Mon, Nov 16, 2020 at 10:49 AM
To: Johanna Kremer <jkremer2015@gmail.com>
Cc: Anjalie Alm-Basu <Anjalia.13@gmail.com>, Autumn Leach <autumnlee3@hotmail.com>, Becky Linhardt
<arts@beckylinhardt.com>, Bob Kessler <kessler@fuse.net>, Bobby Sharp <bobbysharptrio@hotmail.com>, David Hartz
<david.hartz@uc.edu>, Eric Blume <eric@ericblume.com>, Gayle Hixon Minnick <gayle.hixson@yahoo.com>, Judy
Guttman <judyp@guttmanfam.com>, Kim Wanamaker <Kim@wanamakeart.com>, Kim Wanamaker
<kim.wanamaker@venuemag.net>, Lucinda Peterson <lucyhp@yahoo.com>, Mary Beth Thompson Dowlin
<chappy1paints@gmail.com>, Monica Achberger <MonicaAnne@fuse.net>, Monica Achberger <monjona7@fuse.net>,
Paul Akmolin <pakmolin@yahoo.com>, Nancy Kanienberg <nankan1946@gmail.com>, Natalie Jeanne
<nataliejeannephoto@gmail.com>, Artem Cultura <artculture.cb@gmail.com>, Teresa Nierberding
<nieberdingt@gmail.com>, "tpost@cinci.rr.com" <tpost@cinci.rr.com>, Tom Post <tpost@tompostart.com>, Jacqueline
Rohner <jrohner@ici-studio.com>, RebeccaUnderwoodJames@gmail.com, Shawn Custis <SCustis@fuse.net>, Jenn
Stewart <jennstewart2010@gmail.com>
Thanks Johanna. I like the gallery draft template and am fine with dropping the date as suggested in a prior email.
Like the idea of having public opening times for public to view the gallery (with masks on, social distancing and
adhering to whatever else we are suppose to for the time). Thanks for all the work on this. Looking forward to the
website and our next meeting.

[Quoted text hidden]
[Quoted text hidden]
[Quoted text hidden]
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<Screen Shot 2020-11-12 at 9.28.03 AM.png>
NEW GALLERY VISION: When Tom Post and I met with Shawn, he asked us to make the Gallery space more
professional by adding consistent info/pricing/contact sheet beside each work of art and to rotate the work more
consistently. We all agreed. To spread the responsibility for this around, we agreed to update the gallery 2X per
month -- on the 1st and 15th (approximately) and to have a single resident in charge of this responsibility each
month. Currently, I am in charge of November, Charlie is in charge of December, and Jacqui is in charge of
January 2021. If you want to take a specific month beginning February 2021, please "respond all" to this email so
we all know. Our goal earlier this year was to ensure artwork was displayed on the walls at all times, and we did!
Now our 2021 goal is to update the featured works twice a month and to enable gallery visitors to learn more
about the artists, their works, and how to purchase them. We'll begin the process this weekend. I'll send out a
proposed process and template later this week and request your feedback. Looking forward to hearing your
thoughts!
LASM HOLIDAY DECOR: Just because we aren't planning an Open House this November (and maybe
December, too), it doesn't mean that we can't make our studios festive and fun!
Feel free to help add to the holiday spirit by adding your own touch of cool and creative decor!
LASM VIRTUAL SUCCESS: Let's continue to think how we can move our art businesses forward this year. Many
art galleries are moving toward virtual gallery experiences. Several people I've talked with have been asking
questions about the "Business of Art," and I think we can benefit from the wisdom of our residents' "best
practices." (I know Jamie Morath does an amazing business with her work on Etsy! Maybe we can convince her
to provide us with some of the secrets of her success.
) There are several LASM artists who are already
using Squarespace for easy, point-of-sale purchases. I'm sure we can learn a lot from them, too! So consider
what can of "seminars" we could organize moving forward that would benefit us all as art entrepreneurs...
That's all for now!I'll be back in touch soon...
Johanna
P.S. About the graphic above: As we were leaving our meeting last night, Tom Post showed us an updated
version of the LASM sign he is working on -- he says I purchased the wrong letters.

Johanna C. Kremer
A MILLION DREAMS, LLC
Loveland Art Studios on Main
Studio 125
529 Main Street
Loveland, OH 45140
EMAIL: JKremer2015@gmail.com
CELL: 513.325.7161
[Quoted text hidden]

arts <arts@beckylinhardt.com>
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To: Debby Combs <debby.combs0613@gmail.com>, Johanna Kremer <jkremer2015@gmail.com>
Cc: Anjalie Alm-Basu <Anjalia.13@gmail.com>, Autumn Leach <autumnlee3@hotmail.com>, Bob Kessler
<kessler@fuse.net>, Bobby Sharp <bobbysharptrio@hotmail.com>, David Hartz <david.hartz@uc.edu>, Eric Blume
<eric@ericblume.com>, Gayle Hixon Minnick <gayle.hixson@yahoo.com>, Judy Guttman <judyp@guttmanfam.com>,
Kim Wanamaker <Kim@wanamakeart.com>, Kim Wanamaker <kim.wanamaker@venuemag.net>, Lucinda Peterson
<lucyhp@yahoo.com>, Mary Beth Thompson Dowlin <chappy1paints@gmail.com>, Monica Achberger
<MonicaAnne@fuse.net>, Monica Achberger <monjona7@fuse.net>, Paul Akmolin <pakmolin@yahoo.com>, Nancy
Kanienberg <nankan1946@gmail.com>, Natalie Jeanne <nataliejeannephoto@gmail.com>, Artem Cultura
<artculture.cb@gmail.com>, Teresa Nierberding <nieberdingt@gmail.com>, "tpost@cinci.rr.com" <tpost@cinci.rr.com>,
Tom Post <tpost@tompostart.com>, Jacqueline Rohner <jrohner@ici-studio.com>,
"RebeccaUnderwoodJames@gmail.com" <RebeccaUnderwoodJames@gmail.com>, Shawn Custis <SCustis@fuse.net>,
Jenn Stewart <jennstewart2010@gmail.com>

Hmmm, I think that Ohio law now requires posting that masks are required. Did Shawn post something on the
door? If not maybe creating a sign for that with hours included would make sense. Something 8 ½ x 11” with our
colorful LAS logo?

From: Debby Combs [mailto:debby.combs0613@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, November 16, 2020 10:50 AM
To: Johanna Kremer
Cc: Anjalie Alm-Basu; Autumn Leach; arts; Bob Kessler; Bobby Sharp; David Hartz; Eric Blume; Gayle Hixon
Minnick; Judy Guttman; Kim Wanamaker; Kim Wanamaker; Lucinda Peterson; Mary Beth Thompson Dowlin;
Monica Achberger; Monica Achberger; Paul Akmolin; Nancy Kanienberg; Natalie Jeanne; Artem Cultura; Teresa
Nierberding; tpost@cinci.rr.com; Tom Post; Jacqueline Rohner; RebeccaUnderwoodJames@gmail.com; Shawn
Custis; Jenn Stewart
Subject: Re: LASM GALLERY AND WEBSITE UPDATES!

Thanks Johanna. I like the gallery draft template and am fine with dropping the date as suggested in a prior email.
Like the idea of having public opening times for public to view the gallery (with masks on, social distancing and
adhering to whatever else we are suppose to for the time). Thanks for all the work on this. Looking forward to the
website and our next meeting.
[Quoted text hidden]

Nancy Kanienberg <nankan1946@gmail.com>
Mon, Nov 16, 2020 at 1:57 PM
To: arts <arts@beckylinhardt.com>
Cc: Debby Combs <debby.combs0613@gmail.com>, Johanna Kremer <jkremer2015@gmail.com>, Anjalie Alm-Basu
<Anjalia.13@gmail.com>, Autumn Leach <autumnlee3@hotmail.com>, Bob Kessler <kessler@fuse.net>, Bobby Sharp
<bobbysharptrio@hotmail.com>, David Hartz <david.hartz@uc.edu>, Eric Blume <eric@ericblume.com>, Gayle Hixon
Minnick <gayle.hixson@yahoo.com>, Judy Guttman <judyp@guttmanfam.com>, Kim Wanamaker
<Kim@wanamakeart.com>, Kim Wanamaker <kim.wanamaker@venuemag.net>, Lucinda Peterson
<lucyhp@yahoo.com>, Mary Beth Thompson Dowlin <chappy1paints@gmail.com>, Monica Achberger
<monicaanne@fuse.net>, Monica Achberger <monjona7@fuse.net>, Paul Akmolin <pakmolin@yahoo.com>, Natalie
Jeanne <nataliejeannephoto@gmail.com>, Artem Cultura <artculture.cb@gmail.com>, Teresa Nierberding
<nieberdingt@gmail.com>, tpost@cinci.rr.com, Tom Post <tpost@tompostart.com>, Jacqueline Rohner <jrohner@icistudio.com>, RebeccaUnderwoodJames@gmail.com, Shawn Custis <SCustis@fuse.net>, Jenn Stewart
<jennstewart2010@gmail.com>
Everything sounds great.
Many thanks for the Xmas decorations and the work on the the website. Kudos for this timing consuming task.
I am open as far as having times for the public - to drive people to what we do and offer, as long as masks are
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required to enter and to remain on. It is a big plus to have more people know about the talent that exists within this
building.
I am very grateful to be a part of this “community”, especially in these socially restrictive times.
Johanna - thanks for all that you do!!!
Dec 6th - on the calendar!!!

Nancy

Sent from my iPhone
On Nov 16, 2020, at 12:04 PM, arts <arts@beckylinhardt.com> wrote:

[Quoted text hidden]

Kim Wanamaker <kim.wanamaker@cdomagazine.tech>
Mon, Nov 16, 2020 at 3:44 PM
To: Nancy Kanienberg <nankan1946@gmail.com>, arts <arts@beckylinhardt.com>
Cc: Debby Combs <debby.combs0613@gmail.com>, Johanna Kremer <jkremer2015@gmail.com>, Anjalie Alm-Basu
<Anjalia.13@gmail.com>, Autumn Leach <autumnlee3@hotmail.com>, Bob Kessler <kessler@fuse.net>, Bobby Sharp
<bobbysharptrio@hotmail.com>, David Hartz <david.hartz@uc.edu>, Eric Blume <eric@ericblume.com>, Gayle Hixon
Minnick <gayle.hixson@yahoo.com>, Judy Guttman <judyp@guttmanfam.com>, Kim Wanamaker
<Kim@wanamakeart.com>, Kim Wanamaker <kim.wanamaker@venuemag.net>, Lucinda Peterson
<lucyhp@yahoo.com>, Mary Beth Thompson Dowlin <chappy1paints@gmail.com>, Monica Achberger
<monicaanne@fuse.net>, Monica Achberger <monjona7@fuse.net>, Paul Akmolin <pakmolin@yahoo.com>, Natalie
Jeanne <nataliejeannephoto@gmail.com>, Artem Cultura <artculture.cb@gmail.com>, Teresa Nierberding
<nieberdingt@gmail.com>, "tpost@cinci.rr.com" <tpost@cinci.rr.com>, Tom Post <tpost@tompostart.com>, Jacqueline
Rohner <jrohner@ici-studio.com>, "RebeccaUnderwoodJames@gmail.com" <RebeccaUnderwoodJames@gmail.com>,
Shawn Custis <SCustis@fuse.net>, Jenn Stewart <jennstewart2010@gmail.com>
One other thought is to have an open house or open gallery every first Friday of the month from 5-8. I’m noticing that
shops down by the trail have them thru dec. Maybe we can coordinate in the future with this plan if it continues next
spring or summer.
Get Outlook for iOS

From: Nancy Kanienberg <nankan1946@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, November 16, 2020 1:57:54 PM
To: arts <arts@beckylinhardt.com>
Cc: Debby Combs <debby.combs0613@gmail.com>; Johanna Kremer <jkremer2015@gmail.com>;
Anjalie Alm-Basu <Anjalia.13@gmail.com>; Autumn Leach <autumnlee3@hotmail.com>; Bob Kessler
<kessler@fuse.net>; Bobby Sharp <bobbysharptrio@hotmail.com>; David Hartz <david.hartz@uc.edu>;
Eric Blume <eric@ericblume.com>; Gayle Hixon Minnick <gayle.hixson@yahoo.com>; Judy Guttman
<judyp@guttmanfam.com>; Kim Wanamaker <Kim@wanamakeart.com>; Kim Wanamaker
<kim.wanamaker@venuemag.net>; Lucinda Peterson <lucyhp@yahoo.com>; Mary Beth Thompson
Dowlin <chappy1paints@gmail.com>; Monica Achberger <monicaanne@fuse.net>; Monica Achberger
<monjona7@fuse.net>; Paul Akmolin <pakmolin@yahoo.com>; Natalie Jeanne
<nataliejeannephoto@gmail.com>; Artem Cultura <artculture.cb@gmail.com>; Teresa Nierberding
<nieberdingt@gmail.com>; tpost@cinci.rr.com <tpost@cinci.rr.com>; Tom Post
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<tpost@tompostart.com>; Jacqueline Rohner <jrohner@ici-studio.com>;
RebeccaUnderwoodJames@gmail.com <RebeccaUnderwoodJames@gmail.com>; Shawn Custis
<SCustis@fuse.net>; Jenn Stewart <jennstewart2010@gmail.com>
[Quoted text hidden]
[Quoted text hidden]

Jacqueline Rohner <jrohner@ici-studio.com>
Tue, Nov 17, 2020 at 10:39 AM
To: Debby Combs <debby.combs0613@gmail.com>
Cc: Johanna Kremer <jkremer2015@gmail.com>, Anjalie Alm-Basu <Anjalia.13@gmail.com>, Autumn Leach
<autumnlee3@hotmail.com>, Becky Linhardt <arts@beckylinhardt.com>, Bob Kessler <kessler@fuse.net>, Bobby Sharp
<bobbysharptrio@hotmail.com>, David Hartz <david.hartz@uc.edu>, Eric Blume <eric@ericblume.com>, Gayle Hixon
Minnick <gayle.hixson@yahoo.com>, Judy Guttman <judyp@guttmanfam.com>, Kim Wanamaker
<Kim@wanamakeart.com>, Kim Wanamaker <kim.wanamaker@venuemag.net>, Lucinda Peterson
<lucyhp@yahoo.com>, Mary Beth Thompson Dowlin <chappy1paints@gmail.com>, Monica Achberger
<MonicaAnne@fuse.net>, Monica Achberger <monjona7@fuse.net>, Paul Akmolin <pakmolin@yahoo.com>, Nancy
Kanienberg <nankan1946@gmail.com>, Natalie Jeanne <nataliejeannephoto@gmail.com>, Artem Cultura
<artculture.cb@gmail.com>, Teresa Nierberding <nieberdingt@gmail.com>, "tpost@cinci.rr.com" <tpost@cinci.rr.com>,
Tom Post <tpost@tompostart.com>, RebeccaUnderwoodJames@gmail.com, Shawn Custis <SCustis@fuse.net>, Jenn
Stewart <jennstewart2010@gmail.com>
Hello All,
In this email, I hope to address the current gallery information and ideas. I figured speaking with everyone in this
manner may be easier as I will probably not make the next monthly meeting on December 6th as I will be at Findlay
Market. I am happy to be apart of this new art community.
1) Gallery rotations are a must, however, I have a few ideas to share:
Twice a month can be fast approaching for artists. Will these rotations be advertised publicly right away? With the
current slow of traffic, it may not be necessary, but instead, once a month rotation would give ample time to display
work.
As far as near-future ideas, we could do themed exhibitions that could be advertised with gallery openings that could
be displayed for a month at a time.
This past weekend, I drove past the Indian Hill Gallery, which is close to my home, and they had an opening night
gallery in session. That's a nice, quaint little gallery and it appeared to have quite a few people attending. We would
need to advertise our compliance with the CDC to the public which should suffice for those who would like to visit the
gallery. 1) We would need to post a sign on the front window of the building indicating that masks must be
worn inside the building. 2) We need to have sanitizing stations available to the public. 3) Would could place
6ft social distancing stickers in and around the floors of the gallery. Our compliance should reduce the
possibility of any covid contact if we follow the guidelines. After looking at the auditor's website, there is around
32,684 footage of the entire building, and CDC recommends 113 sq ft be available to each individual, so we are
talking that we could have 289.24 people in and around all floors of the building. However, with covid, the likelihood is
probably not going to reach that number. I am sure we would be delighted just to have 50 visitors.
Additional thoughts:
Perhaps if the group would like to do themed monthly exhibitions, we could decide on a starting point within the next 6
months or less. Perhaps working with Charlie, we could create a page on the new website that would be an online
exhibition of what currently in the gallery. This could be a unique insight for visual art lovers to see inside of the
Loveland Art Studios prior to physically visiting this building.
I would love to hear your thoughts on this.
2) Gallery artist tags
I love the template of the tags, however, I think we should go with something smaller like a printed 2 X 3 or a 3 X 4. I
would be happy to show you this idea. Office Depot sells thicker card stock labels that you can print easily onto. They
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are made to break apart and would be perfect for a gallery setting.
3) Gallery floor
The holes in the wooden floor could be easily filled in with a brown colored cement. With a combined dark stainer and
polyurethane, we could cover the entire flooring and cement just to blend all areas into the same color. We would be
creating an illusion and hopefully will take the eyes of the floors and onto the gallery wall instead. This is a quick
simple fix. Could be completed over a couple of days.
4) Other hanging spaces
I would love to see artwork hanging up the staircase to the second floor from both the front door to the left side of the
second floor. This would really spice things up.

I look forward to your thoughts,
Jacqui

Jacqui M. Rohner
Owner / Artist
I.C.I. Studio, LLC
529 Main Street, Studio 205
Loveland, Ohio 45140
(513) 888-7353
jrohner@ici-studio.com
http://ici-studio.com
[Quoted text hidden]

Kimberly Wanamaker <kim@wanamakeart.com>
Tue, Nov 17, 2020 at 10:48 AM
To: Jacqueline Rohner <jrohner@ici-studio.com>
Cc: Debby Combs <debby.combs0613@gmail.com>, Johanna Kremer <jkremer2015@gmail.com>, Anjalie Alm-Basu
<Anjalia.13@gmail.com>, Autumn Leach <autumnlee3@hotmail.com>, Becky Linhardt <arts@beckylinhardt.com>, Bob
Kessler <kessler@fuse.net>, Bobby Sharp <bobbysharptrio@hotmail.com>, David Hartz <david.hartz@uc.edu>, Eric
Blume <eric@ericblume.com>, Gayle Hixon Minnick <gayle.hixson@yahoo.com>, Judy Guttman
<judyp@guttmanfam.com>, Lucinda Peterson <lucyhp@yahoo.com>, Mary Beth Thompson Dowlin
<chappy1paints@gmail.com>, Monica Achberger <MonicaAnne@fuse.net>, Monica Achberger <monjona7@fuse.net>,
Paul Akmolin <pakmolin@yahoo.com>, Nancy Kanienberg <nankan1946@gmail.com>, Natalie Jeanne
<nataliejeannephoto@gmail.com>, Artem Cultura <artculture.cb@gmail.com>, Teresa Nierberding
<nieberdingt@gmail.com>, "tpost@cinci.rr.com" <tpost@cinci.rr.com>, Tom Post <tpost@tompostart.com>,
RebeccaUnderwoodJames@gmail.com, Shawn Custis <SCustis@fuse.net>, Jenn Stewart
<jennstewart2010@gmail.com>
I agree on the tags to be smaller and the art up the stairway. There are several walls around the building and maybe
we could discuss with Shawn what would work best since we have limited space in the gallery. Excited to see some
great changes coming. -Kim
[Quoted text hidden]

Kim Wanamaker
kim@wanamakeart.com
513.405.6823
wanamakeart.com
@wanamakeart on instagram
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Tom Post <tpost@tompostart.com>
To: Johanna Kremer <jkremer2015@gmail.com>

Wed, Nov 18, 2020 at 5:16 PM

Hello Johanna. I like the gallery idea but think it should be once a month.
PS the art sign is completed and will be installed later this week.
Not sure if there’s still plans on decorating this evening but I won’t be able to attend.
All the best
Tom

Sent from my iPhone
On Nov 17, 2020, at 8:24 AM, Monica Achberger <monicaanne@fuse.net> wrote:
Hi Johanna,
[Quoted text hidden]

Johanna Kremer <jkremer2015@gmail.com>
To: Jamie Morath <jmorath541@gmail.com>

Sun, Nov 29, 2020 at 1:20 PM

Here’s an email from November 15...
[Quoted text hidden]

-Sent from Gmail Mobile
2 attachments
LASM Gallery_Template Draft 1_11-15-2020.docx
1305K
LASM Gallery_Template Draft 1_11-15-2020.pages
1797K

Johanna Kremer <jkremer2015@gmail.com>
To: "mhoban_9699@fuse.net" <mhoban_9699@fuse.net>

Mon, Nov 30, 2020 at 9:50 PM

This includes an update about our gallery wall, Small Business Saturday participation, and Squarespace website...
---------- Forwarded message --------From: Johanna Kremer <jkremer2015@gmail.com>
Date: Sun, Nov 15, 2020 at 10:24 PM
Subject: LASM GALLERY AND WEBSITE UPDATES!
To: Anjalie Alm-Basu <Anjalia.13@gmail.com>, Autumn Leach <autumnlee3@hotmail.com>, Becky Linhardt
<arts@beckylinhardt.com>, Bob Kessler <kessler@fuse.net>, Bobby Sharp <bobbysharptrio@hotmail.com>, David
Hartz <david.hartz@uc.edu>, Eric Blume <eric@ericblume.com>, Gayle Hixon Minnick <gayle.hixson@yahoo.com>,
Johanna Kremer <jkremer2015@gmail.com>, Judy Guttman <judyp@guttmanfam.com>, Kim Wanamaker
<Kim@wanamakeart.com>, Kim Wanamaker <kim.wanamaker@venuemag.net>, Lucinda Peterson
<lucyhp@yahoo.com>, Mary Beth Thompson Dowlin <chappy1paints@gmail.com>, Monica Anne Achberger
<MonicaAnne@fuse.net>, Monica Anne Achberger <monjona7@fuse.net>, Paul Akmolin <pakmolin@yahoo.com>,
Nancy Kanienberg <nankan1946@gmail.com>, Natalie Jeanne <nataliejeannephoto@gmail.com>, Artem Cultura
<artculture.cb@gmail.com>, Teresa Nierberding <nieberdingt@gmail.com>, Debby Combs
<debby.combs0613@gmail.com>, Tom Post <tpost@cinci.rr.com>, Tom Post <tpost@tompostart.com>, Jacqueline
Rohner <jrohner@ici-studio.com>, <RebeccaUnderwoodJames@gmail.com>
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CC: Shawn Custis <SCustis@fuse.net>, Jenn Stewart <jennstewart2010@gmail.com>

[Quoted text hidden]
[Quoted text hidden]

2 attachments
LASM Gallery_Template Draft 1_11-15-2020.docx
1305K
LASM Gallery_Template Draft 1_11-15-2020.pages
1797K
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